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OBJECTIVE

Looking for a role that challenges my technical expertise. I like to solve customer problems by delivering reliable
software as well as adhering to high standard engineering principles. Learning a new language/framework is not an
issue for me. In fact, I welcome it.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Xendit

Senior Software Engineer Jul 2022 - Jan 2024

Created an abstraction noti�cation service for our team over an org-wide noti�cation service using TypeORM,
Postgres, AWS SNS and AWS SQS. This included planning multiple options, discussing with the team on the best option,
executing the project, documentation on the usage of the API, making sure the queue runners metrics and alerts are
properly tracked and set up respectively. Post deployment, we also needed to make sure that the overall performance of
our APIs are not affected.

Upgraded our Cypress automation test suite to keep up to date with the org-wide's testing libraries as well as turning
our CI/CD pipelines into reproducible YAML �les to make it easier to scale

Implemented transactional outbox pattern to our API to ensure the reliability of our services. This included load
testing our API with different con�gurations to ensure that there was no additional latency to our API. In order for safe
deployments, this was released using feature �ags where it could be roll backed quickly if something goes wrong.

InstaHome

Senior Software Engineer Feb 2022 - Jun 2022

Improved performance of �le uploads and downloads by leveraging Node.js Streams
In charge of handling the handover for the entire front end project

Mudah.my

Senior Software Engineer Feb 2019 - Feb 2022

Ported the SEO converter API from Node.js to Golang for better performance and better use of resources. At the
same time, new URL patterns are also introduced which increased complexity. Moved from imperative style of coding to
declaration to handle the complexity. Additionally, created a sitemap service to generate all possible URLs in Golang
that reads from a con�g API. Used Kubernetes Jobs that runs daily to generate these sitemaps and upload them to
Google Cloud Storage.

Sole creator and developer of an API built on Node.js used for converting SEO friendly urls to search engine params.
It uses redis as a caching backend mechanism. Tests are written with Mocha, Sinon and Chai. API documentation is
written with Swagger

Lead developer in migrating legacy code to modern tooling and frameworks consisting of NextJS, React, TypeScript,
Redux, ReduxSaga and MaterialUI. This involves creating and maintaining the new mobile and desktop web. Integration
tests are written using Jest and testing-library. E2E tests are written with Cypress. Visual regression tests are handled
by Percy.

Maintaining a UI component library built with Tailwind, MaterialUI, TypeScript and Rollup with support for Storybook
Ensure developer experience is smooth by incorporating Docker and Gitlab CICD into the work�ow. This includes

automating development setup, tests, releases and post releases. Automatic CHANGELOGs are generated via
conventional commit messages.

https://typeorm.io/
https://www.postgresql.org/
https://aws.amazon.com/sns/
https://aws.amazon.com/sqs/
https://www.cypress.io/
https://nodejs.org/
https://nodejs.org/
https://go.dev/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/job/
https://cloud.google.com/storage
https://nodejs.org/
https://redis.io/
https://mochajs.org/
https://sinonjs.org/
https://www.chaijs.com/
https://swagger.io/
https://nextjs.org/
https://reactjs.org/
https://www.typescriptlang.org/
https://redux.js.org/
https://redux-saga.js.org/
https://material-ui.com/
https://jestjs.io/
https://testing-library.com/
https://www.cypress.io/
https://percy.io/
http://tailwindcss.com/
https://material-ui.com/
https://www.typescriptlang.org/
https://rollupjs.org/
https://storybook.js.org/
https://www.docker.com/
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/ci/
https://www.conventionalcommits.org/


Software Engineer Feb 2018 - Jan 2019

Responsible for user authentication and authorization written in PHP Phalcon i.e. server load, user issues,
documentation for API, regression tests.

Responsible for the chat application which involves using Node.js, NoSQL DB and sockets for the backend and real
time noti�cations and React for the front end.

Associate Software Engineer Aug 2016 - Jan 2018

Debug and maintain an inhouse framework called Blocket.
Provide support for the Android team by working closely with them on the User Accounts API.

EDUCATION

University of Adelaide 2012 - 2016
Bachelor of Engineering(BEng), Computer Software Engineering

Learnt various aspects of the software world. This includes computer architecture, networks, event driven
computing, web and database systems, algorithms and data structures and object oriented programming. Had two
projects, one for the University of Adelaide and another for a real estate company called RayWhite.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Golang Node.js HTML CSS JavaScript React Next.js Tailwind Docker

https://www.php.net/
https://phalcon.io/en-us
https://nodejs.org/
https://reactjs.org/
https://www.raywhite.com/

